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ABSTRACT

This special issue is ambitious in that it calls for strategic transformation in research on Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and related dementias, including innovation in both research design and value delivery, through lifestyle interventions that implicitly relate to a much broader range of comorbidities and diseases of aging. One response to this challenge is to venture beyond the boundaries of research that supports the healthcare industry. Toward this end, we introduce opportunities for research translation and knowledge transfer from NASA to the healthcare industry. Our intent is to show how NASA’s approach to research can guide innovation for a smart medical home, most notably for AD and other diseases of aging. The article is organized in four major sections: (a) aggregating fragmented research communities; (b) lifestyle interventions in the medical home; (c) multiscale computational modeling and analysis; and (d) lifespan approach to precision brain health. We provide novel motivations and transformative paths to a diversity of specific lines of research, across communities, that would be difficult to discover in common methods of networking within research communities and even through sophisticated bibliographic methods. We thus reveal how knowledge transfer between the public and private sector can stimulate development of broader scientific communities and achieve a more
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coherent strategic approach to integration and development of a diversity of capabilities including but not limited to technology.
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**AGGREGATING FRAGMENTED RESEARCH COMMUNITIES**

**A Vignette about Aging in Place**

Mary is 91 years old and has lived alone at home for many years since her husband died. She only recently, at the age of 89, stopped working as a nurse, as she would say “helping the old people”. She drives to various places where she does volunteer work as well as in conducting quotidian activities such as going to the grocery store, drug store and post office. She also has regular visitors at her home, both friends and family who know her well. Her son John lives a few miles away in the same town and visits every day for a brief period of time. Her daughter Jane visits for extended periods of time most weekends and often stays overnight. Her other children, Benjamin and Eduardo, live far away and maintain contact mostly by phone. She strives to be part of the lives of her grandchildren and great grandchildren, who live far away, by learning and using modern technology as well as the telephone that is instrumental in her quality of life.

John likes to keep Mary active but, lately, he noticed that she has been a bit lethargic and, according to her friends in town, has withdrawn a bit from social activity. She seems to get confused from time to time. The family wonders if it is their imagination. Is it something related to aging, or is Mary just taking on too much? They are aware, of course, that aging brings decline in both cognitive and motor function, but they are unaware of relatively recent research that provides evidence for a causal connection and, specifically, an increased risk of falling [1,2]. Mary tells John that it probably is because Mary hasn’t been sleeping well. Jane has noticed that Mary has a tendency to become dehydrated. Sometimes she forgets to eat and drink. John and Jane share this information with Ben and Ed. All four of them begin calling Mary more often to get reports about her daily activities including sleep and nutrition. Mary slowly gets a bit more active, and she is sleeping and eating more reliably. She seems more alert, most of the time.

Mary wakes up one day filled with energy and enthusiasm. Looking forward to a lunch date with a friend, and with a renewed bounce in her step, she begins to descend the stairs from her bedroom while carrying a few items to throw in the laundry. The phone rings. She becomes excited, waiting to hear the audible caller identification. Her posture stiffens a bit in the excitement, and she simultaneously turns her head toward the side of the stairs beyond which the phone is located. She loses her balance, reaches for the banister, but she is unable to grab it as she often has in the past when feeling the need for more support. She lands face first on the
tile floor at the bottom of the stairs, and she lies in a pool of blood. Fortunately, John’s wife Jennifer almost immediately comes into the room, sees the horror, and calls 911, literally saving Mary’s life.

After several days in intensive care and weeks in a rehabilitation facility, Mary begins recovery at home. While her physical injuries are slowly abating, her cognitive symptoms seem to have worsened. John, who is a contractor, converts Mary’s two-story home into a place where she can do everything on the main floor. Ed, a health and performance researcher, installs internet cameras in the home as well as voice actuated lighting and entertainment with the help of his brother John. Because of his project management experience, John realizes that having the resources in place is only part of the solution. The resources must work adequately, together, and they must be used properly for objectives to be achieved. Beyond the operations of the local team of teams, Ed and Ben go online to buy all sorts of assistive devices (e.g., sleep monitoring, fall detection devices, wrist worn wearables to measure biometrics, smart pill box and usable apps) to help monitor Mary’s path to regaining safe mobility and activities of daily living. And then there are the food deliveries from Ben. It’s quite a logistics and transportation operation. It seems like boxes are arriving at the door every day, sometimes at John and Jennifer’s home nearby. This online shopping spree involves a kind of experimentation with Mary in which her children are playing the time-consuming role of investigators. In this role, they determine the combination of information and services that can help maintain Mary’s ability to remain in the home.

Given the current healthcare provider system, it seems as though the family is constantly wrangling with a wide range of healthcare providers including Mary’s primary care physician and cardiologist who know her well and with more recently added specialists that include a neurologist and neuropsychologist who attended to Mary in an institutional setting before she returned home. Jane and Ed coordinate with weekly caregivers from the Visiting Nurse Association including a registered nurse, occupational therapist, physical therapist, psychologist and home health aide as well as the coumadin nurse and all the other remote specialists (nutritionist, geriatrician, orthopedist, etc.) who must weigh in about Mary’s medications and health status. Beyond medical personnel, they utilize various community services such as the town’s extraordinary senior center. Jane innovates on-the-fly with all sorts of memory aids in the home. She runs the financial operations as well. This includes mind-numbing coordination with various insurance providers and healthcare administrators. Fortunately, both Jane and her husband Jalen, work in law firms. They are undaunted by bureaucracy and answers to questions that often are thinly disguised guesses and run-arounds.

All the family caregivers keep in regular contact via text. Ed collates it all in a running journal that he makes available to the others online in “the cloud.” These collaborative journal entries, which are just texts to most of the family, include observations of Mary’s condition via the internet.
cameras and video conferences. This enables Mary, somewhat improbably given her persistent cognitive impairment, to live alone after a few months. The family doesn’t have to tag team anymore by staying overnight in the upstairs bedroom. The technology allows for continual assessment of Mary’s physical and cognitive capabilities over the course of a few years. This seems like telehealth, but medical personnel are not directly involved. Experimentation occurs on a daily basis in homes but without the formality of science and outside the reach of evidence-based medicine and the constraints of third-party payers. The effects of this personal initiative on assessment and intervention are largely undocumented outside of the institutional settings that strive for continuity of care across fragmented medical specialties.

Beyond the technology, embedded observation also is important. Ed and Ben develop a more nuanced understanding of Mary’s life during weeklong stays in Mary’s home. As miraculous as Mary’s physical recovery seems to outsiders, it is clear to Ed and Ben that there are rather significant day-to-day variations in her cognitive and motor capabilities. There is natural variation within Mary’s day as there is for any person. Much of this seems linked to diet, sleep and exercise, but there are other variations that are vexing and require a kind of constant reorientation to what Mary is capable of. This is Mary’s daily reality. Now, at 93-years-old, she must adapt almost continually as some functions recover while other functions don’t improve and even show further degradation, the most worrisome being her cognitive status. Ed notes that Mary is engaging in a kind of deliberate practice at adaptation itself. She maintains a daily regimen of routine, for example, that helps to minimize confusion episodes and allows her to remain living independently in her home. He muses that the resulting skill that his family can help Mary acquire turns the common notions of fluid intelligence on its head. It changes their view of aging, now thinking of it as a skill of adaptation and resilience. This changes everything, and the experiment continues.

It is easy for the ad hoc team of teams to become overwhelmed by the ever-changing present. As their self-organizational experience and skill in continuity of care improves, they become more aware of the need for future planning, in a sense, for different missions. Mary and her family are again fortunate in that Mary spent the latter part of her nursing career in assisted living complexes that included multiple venues to accommodate various levels of independence and skilled medical care. This background will help them become informed consumers of such services which are expected to evolve rapidly in society. When and how will her requirements for daily and weekly in-home support change? When will it be unwise for Mary to continue to live on her own? What kind of facilities and devices will be needed for her to participate in the activities of daily living as she transitions into more assisted living? How will her life change when and if she requires skilled nursing care more continuously? How can she minimize the loneliness of relative isolation.
from her extended family and friends when she is not in her own home where she has been surrounded by memories of a life well lived? Will there ever be an end to the need for her continually to relearn and adapt to her changing capabilities and environment? Should there ever be an end to this need to learn and its relationship to a meaningful life? And how does this all relate to end-of-life planning, preparation and awareness?

Figure 1. Continuity of care involves coordination among different kinds of stakeholders who typically are engaged intermittently over nested time scales ([3], compare with [4]).

What happens to the Marys who don’t have this kind of support system in daily life and in planning for the future? For those fortunate ones, much is required of the caregivers. In Mary’s case, caregiving by an *ad hoc* team of teams was sufficiently comprehensive that it filled a common gap in continuity of care by trained compensated healthcare providers. Like most families, Mary’s caregivers had to learn on the job, so to speak, with little or no formative feedback from experts. It is working, but it is precarious. Still, it reveals the art of the possible. It reveals the need for game-changing technologies that, for the most part already exist, some specifically designed for healthcare and others that are not. And what about the lone caregivers whose dauntless endurance [5,6] occurs somewhat in isolation, outside the awareness of most of society and certainly beyond the awareness of healthcare systems and third-party payers?

A critical impediment is the lack of a modular systems architecture to ensure that everything works together and that allows for upgrades and continual experimentation with a variety of products. Moreover, such systems architecture both implies and constrains an operational architecture that guides coordination across the team of teams (Figure 1). We believe that the solution for lone caregivers as well as the team of teams from which people like Mary benefit is a smart medical home that
can make continuity of care more comprehensively transparent, intelligible and thus systematically improvable. A smart medical home is a tangible construct that broadens the perspective on “study design/data collection” and that can guide development of new paradigms for the “entire continuum of brain aging” [7].

**Translational Research for Health and Wellness**

Au called for “discussions tapping into other disease states to better understand their relationship to brain aging... [and] to aggregating data that could help us embrace the full complexity of dementia/AD” [7]. In this article, as in our work with NASA [8], we reveal broader challenges and opportunities for aggregation. One is the aggregation of methodologies from different scientific and technical disciplines that typically aren’t utilized concurrently or in a coordinated way. The other is aggregation of research communities that rarely enjoy a productive dialectic and that may even be unaware of each other. Relevant research in the military and exercise sport sectors are not discussed in this article but our overview of NASA’s approach to research in human health and performance generalizes to work in those communities and benefits from it (Figure 2). The three levels of aggregation (data, methodology, community) are inseparable when research is motivated by outcomes such as efficacious and expeditious continuity of care to provide value that matters most to healthcare consumers.

![Diagram](https://doi.org/10.20900/agmr20200017)

**Figure 2.** Framework for knowledge transfer among our disparate communities of research and practice. ([9], compare with [10]).
Kitson and her colleagues have argued with pragmatic clarity that such holistic approaches to innovation in healthcare are, in essence, challenges of knowledge translation among different kinds of stakeholders [10,11]. Their work situates the observation and intervention of individuals in a network of care providers and influencers. They recognize such complexity and implicitly acknowledge that ignoring complexity does not make it go away. Consistent with the challenge posed by Au [7], they call for new approaches to knowledge translation that create the capacity for the various participants in healthcare to “flourish across complex adaptive systems” [11]. Our intent is to draw attention to methods that can be communicated and generalized across disparate research communities: (a) diversity of experimental analogs for holistic translational research; (b) assessment of consequences of medical status for life and work; (c) Multi-scale computational modeling, simulation, and analysis; and (d) scientific focus on use, utility and value at the point of care [8].

Why NASA?

Although the exotic details of NASA’s missions are quite different from the quotidian circumstances of ordinary people affected by the diseases of aging, many of the challenges to people and systems are similar. As in aging, astronauts must continually adapt to their changing capabilities and environments, becoming more skilled through experience at the same time that some cognitive and motor functions degrade. And they face the risk of acute medical conditions with the threat of injury or death. The support system for astronauts must develop the capacity to be both proactive and reactive in assessing the continually changing risk, coping with deviations in health and performance, and treating medical conditions. Some of the people in this support system are medical personal, but many are not, and the most appropriate expertise is not necessarily accessible in the moment.

NASA’s unique experience, over its entire history, is with the systems architecture and the associated operational architecture in a team of teams needed to support the life and work of astronauts; that is, both health and performance. This experience has led to innovations in translational research, implementation science, and their intersection with systems engineering [8]. In a diverse community of peers, NASA addresses priorities and tradeoffs in allocation of resources to various scientific paradigms and continual assessment of the respective return on investment. This multi-stakeholder decision making yields insights about new lines of research that emerge from continual assessment of experience with extant lines of research. Our intent is to show how NASA’s approach to science program management can guide innovation for a smart medical home, most notably for AD and other diseases of aging.
IMPLICATIONS FOR LIFESTYLE INTERVENTIONS IN THE MEDICAL HOME

Lifestyle Interventions Occur with or without Science

Au and her colleagues review evidence for the costs to society of chronic illnesses in aging, including one cumulative cost estimate of $47 trillion from 2011 to 2030 [12]. Such total cost estimates are startling not only because of their magnitude, even allowing for substantial uncertainty, but also because they broaden the field of view to include income losses as well as medical expenses of individuals and because they consider costs to a wide range of stakeholders. Medical conditions have cascading consequences for caregivers, institutions that must make accommodations for disabilities, and for the life and work of those on whom the existence of any individual has an impact with or without a disability. On this broad view, an important distinction between medical care and health care, as suggested by Au, is that the latter situates observation and intervention in the meaningful existence of individuals, that is, in their interrelationships with others and their impact on the world around them [13,14]. While this might seem like a lofty set of philosophical considerations, they could not be more practical in the daily lives of patients [15,16]. This broader context focuses directly on what matters to patients. The question for evidence-based medicine becomes whether science is up to the task of addressing the impact of medical conditions, such as those due to the diseases of aging, and experienced in the meaningful lives of individuals involved. We believe that it is, partially based on the work of NASA in which the outcomes of medical conditions for the life and work of astronauts in space are continually monitored and considered in medical care and in the broader support of their health and well-being in extraordinary situations.

Au et al. [12] emphasize the value of prevention and strategies for increasing clarity of knowledge about risk for individuals as well as populations. They also describe the impediments to holistic risk management when there is poor coordination among stakeholders whose interests are not aligned in an obvious way. In our view, the path to a solution starts with a theory of who should be talking with whom about what, as well as how and when to do so, and why it is necessary (Figure 1). The observations of Au et al. about the potential of setting-based approaches, if not the necessity for them, are echoed in NASA’s model-based systems engineering (MBSE) for the design of habitats for astronauts [17,18] (discussed below). NASA explicitly recognizes, of necessity, that settings of work and life are rich sources of people, systems and events that can be observed and influenced through interventions. As suggested in the vignette above, consumers will engage in their own lifestyle interventions, and they experience the effects of them, whether healthcare providers are aware of it or not, and whether providers approve of it or not. In a sense, setting-based approaches seek to harness this external...
problem solving and intervention that otherwise can be vexing to healthcare providers.

Au et al. highlight evidence about some of the more promising lifestyle interventions such as diet and exercise [19,20]. The effects of such interventions are difficult to disentangle in common paradigms [21]. Diet has been shown to improve cognition in older groups [22], for example. And while the positive effects of exercise on cognition in older adults are well recognized, interventions that combine exercise and diet specifically aimed at Type 2 Diabetes in older groups are equivocal in qualitative data collected over ten years [23]. Such landmark epidemiological studies are exceedingly valuable because of their singular accomplishments in collection of longitudinal data on process and outcomes. At the same time, the quality of data from self-reports and interviews data is highly uncertain, and they are replete with confounds (e.g., unreported and unobserved activities) that may be intractable analytically.

Retrospective qualitative data are impossible to reconcile with quantitative data showing that white matter hyperintensities (medical imagery that suggests latent or manifest demyelination and axonal degeneration) in the brain are reduced in groups with Type 2 Diabetes by lifestyle interventions [24]. Heterogeneity of elderly groups employed in common research paradigms also is a serious problem requiring new, additional paradigms that are more precise, more personalized and more situated [7,12]. Research into interventions must strive to be as multifaceted as the interventions that the elderly and their caregivers explore outside the view of science [25–28]. It is our contention that NASA provides a foundation for development of new paradigms in situated precision medicine because it has the opportunity to observe and influence the life and work of astronauts, holistically, in a smart habitat.

Introducing Science to the Point of Care

Arguably, NASA flight surgeons and the broader ground support teams have been practicing personalized medicine for decades given the frequency and richness of quantitative and qualitative information collected on astronauts. At the same time, NASA researchers are monitoring the acceleration of capabilities in sensing and computing so that NASA's personalized medicine can be made increasingly precise and, more importantly, so that it can become more fully situated in the hazardous space environments where astronauts work and live. NASA thus can lead the way in the integration of biological sensing with behavioral sensing and environmental sensing to cross the Rubicon from context-free medical care to context-rich assurance of wellness and performance. There will be vast exploration and innovation in this kind of situated precision healthcare in industry globally [8,12], but NASA offers a unique model for proving grounds to advance the required systems science. This potential has been recognized explicitly in strategic
objectives of NASA over the years to benefit life on Earth [29] and in the need for research on human resilience in challenging situations [30,31]. NASA plans and prepares for its grand missions over decades, and it must develop capabilities that won't become obsolete over those time spans. Industry faces similar challenges even on shorter time scales because of the unprecedented rate of scientific and technological innovation. Resilient architectures for new technology and its use are required to accommodate such change and uncertainty about the future. This is especially the case for capabilities such as precision medicine, autonomy, artificial intelligence, and human-machine teaming that are critical to NASA’s missions for human exploration in deep space [32,33]. Industry will be able to learn from NASA about resilient architectures as we venture into the fourth industrial revolution [8]. NASA’s model-based systems engineering, for example, is essential in the conceptualization and development of resilient architectures [8,17,18] (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Situating subsystem design and development in nested systems for deep space exploration or a smart medical home (adapted from [34]).](image)

The value of MBSE is that it helps bring science to the point of care. It helps science be sufficiently broad in scope to address the fragmented mosaic of care that individuals receive mostly in the home from healthcare providers who are compensated by insurance companies, healthcare providers who are retained outside the view of such gatekeepers, service providers outside the healthcare industry, friends and family in the role of caregivers, and more-or-less autonomous self-care. As a method of generalization, MBSE also help science be sufficiently flexible to accommodate variation in this mosaic of care within and across situations. While this might seem like a daunting task for science, it should be noted that key decision makers in any mosaic of care already have an implicit theory of who should be talking with whom about what, as well as how and when to do so, and why it is necessary. And they are making
decisions that have profound existential impact on quality of life. Anything science can do to demystify this ubiquitous chaos in continuity of care, and to provide intelligible paths for improvement, will be extraordinarily valuable for individuals and for society in general.

**NASA’s Experimental Analogs**

MBSE enables programmatic utilization of a diversity of test beds to be more strategic and coordinated. NASA’s human research utilizes a variety of research settings [35]. The “analogs” enable NASA to study the physiological, psychological and social effects of prolonged shared confinement and the associated continuity of care in remote settings (Figure 4). The NEK facility in Russia provides an infrastructure that enables researchers to assess small teams isolated for up to a year in a habitat that is comparable to plausible deep space habitats. The Concordia facility in Antarctica provides a psychologically realistic environment in that it is inaccessible for months (e.g., “winter over”), as in space, even in an emergency. Through prolonged bedrest (months), the :envihab facility in Germany enables researchers to study conditions that can lead to cardiovascular, respiratory and musculoskeletal problems as well as fluid shifts. The HERA facility at NASA’s Johnson Space Center (JSC) is a highly accessible laboratory for a continual sequence of experiments with crews confined up to 45 days. The HESTIA facility at JSC provides a rapid reconfigurable habitat to assess the impact of design alternatives on occupants.

While NASA’s analogs are as obscure as they are fascinating to the general public, the research on prolonged isolation and confinement of small groups in these facilities has taken on global relevance in the lives of many families at the time of this writing because of the COVID-19 pandemic [36–38]. This wide attention, if not viral media coverage, is helping the general public understand the health effects of prolonged isolation and confinement as well as medical and lifestyle countermeasures for it [39,40]. Such research in NASA also sheds light on challenges of the elderly who are aging in place [41,42]. The COVID-19 pandemic is bringing elder care out of the shadows because of severe impact on this population and because it is providing everyone else direct experience with some of the social and cognitive challenges faced by the elderly including the need for continual adaptation and resilience. NASA’s approach to science at the point of care can accelerate digital and “consumerized” healthcare [8,43–48] that certainly will become even more of a priority because of the pandemic [49].
Experimental Analogs for Lifestyle Interventions

Intervention can be tested in “real world” conditions in analogs that are sufficiently rich to observe the effects on lifestyle and the effects of lifestyle (lifestyle analogs). The laboratories in the Institute of Applied Life Sciences at the University of Massachusetts, for example, have a level and kind of fidelity commensurate with NASA’s experimental analogs [50,51]. Participants in the research can be observed in situations analogous to a place of residence. That is, they can engage in the activities of daily living in ways that are observable by investigators. Any product or service thus can be situated in conditions in which there is the potential for a rich network of cascading consequences of their use. Lifestyle analogs also allow for some degree of autonomy in use of products or services as well as observation of consequences that were not intended or considering in their design. Insights about integration of a variety of products or services can be gained, for example, as research participants bundle them on the fly in the surprising ways that consumers often do. Such opportunities are why situating capabilities integration and development in high-fidelity analogs also is a best practice in the military [52,53].

Lifestyle analogs provide settings and manipulanda that are familiar to a diversity of stakeholders or that can become familiar to them. This setting for collaboration essentially offers boundary objects to facilitate communication and shared experience that can accelerate collective intelligence [53,54]. Situatedness and stakeholder collaboration, together, assure that capabilities integration and development will be informed by empirical evidence about use, utility and value rather than only in terms of elegant synergies among component products or services that may or
may not matter to healthcare stakeholders. This is exceedingly important because, even as obvious as the former is as a priority, the latter can be seductive to scientists and engineers who understandably can have deep emotional connection to esoteric ideas and technology that is innovative if not futuristic.

As in NASA’s analogs, lifestyle analogs for situated precision healthcare should be designed with a technical architecture that can be instantiated in a platform to which a variety of sensors can be connected, including those not yet invented or identified (i.e., an extensible architecture). In lifestyle analogs at the University of Massachusetts, for example, special emphasis is given to developing a platform for low-power wireless connectivity to sensors that, among other things, allows for the mobility and non-intrusiveness necessary for the activities of daily living. This paves the way for development, integration and assessment of sensors that can provide measures on multiple scales and of different kinds commensurate with those of interest to NASA [55,56]. Targets include microfluidic biomarkers, wearable sensors for gross performatory movement, subtle motion of biological subsystems, and various physiological signals, as well as environmental parameters (with due diligence on issues of personally identifiable information). The technical architecture for a lifestyle analog must include data collection and archiving that enable the integrative analyses of such heterogeneous data that are essential to identify and interpret meaningful outcomes; that is health and performance in context [34,57].

Lifestyle Structure and Resilience Analysis

High-fidelity analogs also offer opportunities for data collection about interventions and covariates that influence human health and performance under somewhat naturalistic conditions. We use the term naturalistic to apply to experimental conditions that replicate or simulate the most influential aspects of the physical, chemical, biological and social environment in which a product or service will ultimately be applied. Equally essential to naturalistic conditions is engagement and observation of participants on time scales sufficient to observe common cycles in the activities of daily life or work. This ostensibly simple definition leads us to a generally neglected and relatively untapped source of innovation: temporal structure in the lives of individuals at home or at work. While individuals vary considerably in their adherence to daily routines and to calendars over longer cycles such as weeks or months, there is considerable reliability in cycles of sleeping, eating, exercise, work, rest, and discretionary activity for most individuals. Such variation can be a powerful source of observable perturbations on human physiology and psychology that can be utilized in analyses of interrelationships among measures of different kinds and on multiple scales from molecular to social.
Consider, for example, the hypothetical chain of causality and bifurcation in Figure 5 [8,58]. The cycles of physiological status and activity generally lead to natural variation in fatigue, confusion, distraction, clumsiness, weakness, and withdrawal. For example, these variations can have an impact on an individual’s capabilities to observe, orient, decide and act in the activities of daily living. Ultimately, these effects may lead to failures in performance, whether benign or hazardous, and this can have an impact on mortality, morbidity and quality of life in the home [59,60] and safety at work [61,62]. The cascading impact of such perturbations can be generalized to some extent across causes, normal or extraordinary, such as mental and physical overwork, sleep loss, memory loss, pain, anxiety, depression, and medications as well as problems with respiratory, cardiovascular, digestive, musculoskeletal, or sensory systems.

![Sequence of events with impact on multiple stakeholders](image.png)

**Figure 5.** Notional adaptation of NASA’s event-driven Bayesian network modeling and simulation combined with its multiscale modeling [8,58].

Ultimately the extent that cascading effects can generalize from natural variation to medically noteworthy conditions is an empirical question, but this presents opportunities for development of situated precision healthcare. It allows for a continual failure analysis or, more generally, a continual analysis of resilience [63,64]. In other words, lifestyle analogs provide the opportunity to observe what goes right with individuals in situations that are potentially hazardous or debilitating as well as what goes wrong in such situations (compare with [15,16]). This is not an esoteric consideration peculiar to research. Caregivers and individuals themselves make assessments of efficacy every day, implicitly or explicitly. Medical science must become better informed about such
quotidian assessments and the attendant decision-making in place that have an inescapable impact on quality of life.

IMPLICATIONS FOR MULTISCALE COMPUTATIONAL MODELING

Meeting the Challenges of Transdisciplinary Collaboration

There is a problem in the inescapable complexity of transdisciplinary science in the era of big data from omics, wearable sensors, and the internet of things that all can and should be collected in lifestyle analogs discussed above. The Life Science Data Archive for NASA’s Human Research Program [65], for example, includes experimental data on physiology and behavior with discrete and continuous variables as well as data on biospecimens, images, mission, personnel, documents, and hardware. The Lifetime Surveillance of Astronaut Health database [65] includes data on (a) population-based clinical care and occupational surveillance, including evaluation of exposure histories and follow-up based on clinical protocols, (b) active surveillance for conditions of interest, (c) Space Medicine operations and countermeasure effectiveness assessment, (d) analyses supporting development of requirements for human-rated vehicles, (e) the Human Research Program gap assessment, and (f) transition to operations assessment. The time scales for these data range from minutes to decades, and the sampling rates vary from fractions of a second to years. The data are structure and unstructured. An effort is underway to define a suite of “standard measures” from which proposed experiments can select to facilitate post hoc meta-analyses across investigations and over time [55,56]. Standard measures will evolve as evidence is gained about their use, utility and value.

The qualitative and quantitative complexity of transdisciplinary data that can be collected and analyzed with increasingly sophisticated technology is outstripping the development of commensurate theory and dialectic in the scientific community [66]. The solution is to reduce reliance on the competencies and time of people to identify mutually relevant context, models, underlying processes, emergent properties, and their implications for action across scientific disciplines [67]. The need for solutions to such collaborative overload is being recognized more broadly in business [68,69]. Both science and business have an increasingly urgent interest in developing and integrating capabilities for computational reasoning (e.g., machine learning) that can help overcome collaborative overload in the fourth industrial revolution. Progenitors for situated precision medicine in the smart medical home must participate in this innovation in human-machine collaboration or at least become informed consumers of it [8].
Cross-Cutting Computational Modeling

NASA’s cross-cutting computational modeling project (CCMP) is engaged in a broader scientific community of multiscale modeling and analysis [70,71] while it is also intimately intertwined with NASA’s model-based systems engineering teams for development of exploration medical capabilities [18]. This multi-faceted multi-layered approach to collaboration recognizes models as falsifiable scientific theories that can develop reciprocally with the accumulation of evidence from interactions with a diversity of stakeholders (see sections below on use, utility and value of research and technology development). The value of such computational modeling is partly that it makes the assessments of various medical conditions and associated risks more commensurable with respect to outcomes. Beyond this source of insight, such models incorporate hypotheses and findings about the downstream consequences of risks, individually and collectively, as well as factors influencing both the likelihoods and consequences of risks [72]. With this objective in mind, NASA utilizes Bayesian network modeling for longitudinal analysis of sequential and coincidental events (i.e., network of events) involving the same group of participants and investigators.

Consider, for example, observation of a sequence of events that starts with a broken exercise device on ISS [70]. Lack of exercise combined with lack of load bearing in weightlessness (as with prolonged bedrest on Earth) leads to loss of bone mass with increased calcium spilling into the blood. Hypercalcemia, in turn, increases the risk of kidney stones. If such a painful and debilitating condition occurs, workload will have to be distributed to other members of the crew. Overwork of another astronaut (e.g., physically demanding activities in a “space suit” outside the vehicle) could lead to a hip fracture because of osteopenia that results from her lack of exercise. If the work that had to be done by astronauts outside the vehicle was necessary either to make a critical repair or for construction that was the purpose of the mission, the potential result is that the mission becomes a partial or complete failure. Bayesian modeling allows planning for such contingencies to be more objective, auditable and improvable. Again, even though the context of spaceflight is exotic, the network of causal connections is not substantially different from the occurrences that must be considered in providing continuity of care for the well elderly who are aging in place and for the increasing populations who will be situated in a smart medical home.

Bayesian network modeling is extensible to causal influences across multiple scales as well as across sequences of events. There will be opportunities to explore relationships across molecular, physiological, biomechanical, behavioral, and interpersonal levels and kinds of measures. We believe it will be more useful to conceptualize these levels in terms of objectives hierarchies (e.g., levels of abstraction) than in terms of the more or less arbitrary boundaries between scientific disciplines [8,73]. Figure 5 depicts a variant of the event sequence described above.
that utilizes levels of abstraction for a cascade of consequences similar to those described by other NASA investigators over the years [74,75]. The practical relevance of such a means-end hierarchy in a Bayesian analysis of event sequences suggests opportunities for observation of early indicators as well as early interventions and adaptation that can help assure mission success [58]. The implications of this approach for resilience engineering in situated precision healthcare are addressed in the section below on a lifespan approach to precision brain health.

**Meeting the Challenges of Big Data in the Smart Medical Home**

Implicit in the work on Bayesian network modeling for longitudinal multi-scale analysis is that computational models make assumptions and generate hypotheses [8]. In general, however, machines and computational models are viewed within the scientific community today merely as tools, albeit exceptionally powerful and indispensable ones. At the same time, government and industry are making extraordinary investments in the capabilities of machines to discover causal relationships ahead of theory generated by humans (e.g., [67,76]). Without a vision of a deeper role for computational reasoning in science, progress in its adoption and impact will be impeded in government, academe, and industry. The opportunity cost will be the inability to “facilitate big hypothesis generation and accelerate discovery by correlating data across scientific domains” [67].

Lest “participation” of machines in decision making within a scientific community seems exotic, it should be noted that machines already influence what people do in many ways [77] through the information that they make more or less accessible to people and to some extent on the basis of what machines can come to know about the interests, activities and social network of an individual [78]. Closer to our interest in continuity of care for an individual patient, the science of medical decision-making boards is maturing, such as tumor boards and multidisciplinary cancer meetings [79] as applied to genomics [80] and, more specifically to the intersection of genomics and bioinformatics in precision medicine [81]. An extension of human-machine decision-making boards to the medical home is eminently practical and timely given the current state of practice in precision medicine and especially in well-funded specialties such as oncology. This represents a commitment to improvement in evidence-based medicine that can improve quality of life by embedding science in the life of an individual. In the final sections, we take this philosophy to its logical conclusion by emphasizing the importance if not the necessity for a lifespan approach to precision brain health [7] (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Four pillars of a transformative mission for a lifespan approach to precision brain health (adapted from [82]; compare with [28]).

IMPLICATIONS FOR LIFESPAN APPROACH TO PRECISION BRAIN HEALTH

We believe that precision medicine boards are a model on which to build even if it requires a fundamentally different instantiation of them for general use. We believe that utilization of computational reasoning in precision medicine boards, for example, will be required for scalability and affordability. We also believe that bringing science to the point of care is required. On this view, the daily longitudinal care of any patient can become a kind of N-of-1 study in which generalizability and predictability, while not limited to an individual, is focused on the individual and thus on the richness of context that can be addressed only at the level of an individual.

Continuum of Brain Aging

Au et al. [12] conclude that studies are needed to reveal the opportunities for early detection and intervention with respect to modifiable risk factors. They juxtapose this recommendation with the observation that the potential for such work is vastly increased by “setting-based approaches” aimed at health and wellness to complement research on disease per se. In the call for papers for this special issue, Au specifically emphasizes the importance of “studying dementia/AD outside the boundaries of what is presumed to be known about the disease” [7]. This implies the need to look for noteworthy “change well within the range of normal” and even a different way of thinking about what it means to be “asymptomatic” or “presymptomatic” as well as the points at which interventions should be considered and evaluated [12]. We believe NASA's
broad portfolio of research and technology development provides a framework and key methods for early detection through continual risk assessment and mitigation.

Our approach requires that progressive refinement in the understanding and mitigation of risk take place in situ, either in the settings where patients live and work or in analogs with well-defined similarities and differences with respect to these settings. Scientific investigations should be brought to situations where medical problems and the outcomes of associated interventions matter to patients. Moreover, we suggest a resilience engineering orientation in which caregivers and providers can observe what goes right with individuals in situations that are potentially hazardous or debilitating as well as what goes wrong in such situations. We believe this is an approach that achieves the requisite focus on health vice disease and healthcare vice medical care [7,12].

Our assumption is that the cascading multiscale effects of AD-related impairment in asymptomatic situations can be generalized to other situations, most notably, those in which symptoms of problematic medical conditions may be observed. Of course, this must be viewed as a working hypothesis. Over time and experience with an individual, the extent and limits of generalizability can be determined. That is, longitudinal analysis of individuals will provide evidence about the predictive reliability of early indications of multiscale cascade failures. To be sure, methodological approaches for such N-of-1 studies can and should be refined across individuals through small clinical trials or larger cohort studies, but the focus here is on longitudinal analysis of the individual. In a sense, we are suggesting that science must take the perspective of a primary caregiver or a primary care physician at the same time that the perspective of the latter becomes more scientific at the point of care. Setting-based approaches are much more feasible when focused on an individual, and they suggest an intersection of personalization and precision in healthcare. Unlike personalization that focuses on traits and precision based on increasingly reductionistic science, but in addition to it, we are arguing for a situated precision healthcare in which personal patterns and proclivities are an emergent property of the mind, body and environment [8,82]. We believe situated precision healthcare is a systems approach that, as such, has the best chance to be predictive, preventive, personalized and participatory [83,84] (see e.g., Figure 6).

The continuum of brain aging—viewed as resilience to cascading effects of impairments—can but does not necessarily illuminate the original cause of a medical condition. In fact, it does not assume a single cause at all, although it allows for the possibility of such liminal cases. It recognizes that neurodegeneration and other changes in brain structure and function generally are diffuse and thus affect many aspects of human physiology and behavior. It represents a radical re-centering of healthcare without rejecting more traditional approaches to medicine. It is not a
reactive endeavor with an emphasis on remediation or cures often driven by isolated causes and constrained by their relevance and validity. Instead, it gives priority and precedence to proactive vigilance about the healthiness and fragility of a system (i.e., a person in particular situations) that emphasizes awareness of and improvements in resilience. The emphasis on resilience erases the distinction between prevention and rehabilitation in that continual failure analysis informs both. Continual experimentation (nondestructive evaluation) with prevention of cascade failures informs the development and use of rehabilitative interventions, and the capacity of the latter to reduce the likelihood and consequence of cascade failures is, in essence, preventive. The continuum of brain health is neither about traits nor states. It is about personal efficacy and multiscale functional interrelationships that are persistent but not immutable. It starts with outcomes that matter to patients and to those with a stake in sustainability of the patient’s lifestyle or changes in it.

The cascade effects of impairments, whether due to neurodegeneration or not, can be a source of innovation and development of new interventions. It also can be a source of combinatorial innovation that bundles extant interventions to be synergistic or at least noninterfering [8]. It recognizes that patients and caregivers are intervening in their health and well-being, whether intentionally or not, and whether or not in view of institutional healthcare providers. These externalities must be observed and harnessed in a coherent approach to systems healthcare that attempts to nudge the patient toward choices that are healthier or for which there is greater confidence about health outcomes. In any case, surveillance about the impact of as many interventions as possible, intended or otherwise, will be essential in the development of situated precision healthcare in the medical home (see sections below on use, utility and value of research and technology development). The accelerating innovation in technology that can be utilized in a smart medical home can facilitate development of such assessment [12]. Continual holistic assessment of challenges and responses will be extraordinarily beneficial to patients with AD and others suffering from diseases of aging who otherwise exist in a chaotic confluence of benevolence, neglect, and ignorance.

Use of Results from Research and Technology Development

NASA has systems and procedures to assess the use of deliverables from research and technology development. There are human-systems standards, for example, that address crew health [85] as well as human-factors, habitability and environmental health [86]. NASA research informs these standards that are intended for use in decisions about design and development of space systems. NASA also has requirements for the kinds of stakeholders that should be involved in communication about their various standards, collaborative interpretation of them and when they should do so, such as in the context of design review milestones as
well as in continual updates of requirements documentation [87,88]. The high-priority processes—in which numerous personnel are involved from across the NASA enterprise—do not include the kind of hypothetico-deductive activity that is characteristic of a scientific community, however, nor is that the intent. This is an opportunity for any research and technology development community that seeks to build on NASA’s foundation by adding scientific inquiry into the methods and outcomes of science itself.

Figure 7 is a high-level logic diagram for inquiry into efficacy (impact), efficiency (affordability), and expeditiousness (timeliness) of research with respect to the needs of multiple stakeholders such as in outcome-based medicine. Consider, for example, the prescription for exercise to mitigate osteopenia and sarcopenia among other physiological and psychological conditions [32,33]. If facilities and equipment allow for exercise in the habitat (home), the first question to ask is whether healthcare consumers actually engage in the prescribed exercise. If they don’t, then the explicit theory of use is falsified or otherwise demonstrated to be incomplete. One must identify the assumptions that are vitiated and those that can be retained in a revised theory. Such lessons learned rarely are binary. Users may engage in more or different kinds of exercise as a result of the prescription but deviate from the prescription. The lack of compliance may simply be due to a lack of intelligibility in the way the prescription is communicated through the value chain and ultimately to the consumer, or it may be due to a lack of diligence or skill. In either case, the prescription should be revised, and further research may be needed.

Figure 7. Evaluation of attempts to influence naturally occurring events.
Utility of Results from Research and Technology Development

Lack of compliance also may reflect extra-procedural activity of the consumer that reveals equivalence classes of activity previously not considered in the research that led to the prescription. Consumers may actually come up with a variant of the prescription that is superior because of idiosyncratic or common conditions that had not been considered in the research. For example, consumers may utilize different equipment or ranges of motion that require less volume. The time savings or accommodation of other activities may be important to consumers but not something that exercise researchers would have considered to be in their span of expertise, responsibility or control. Such information about multifaceted utility nevertheless would be instructive for new directions of research that would have clear implications for designers of equipment and the habitat. Such inquiry may even require organizational changes or collaboration among previously independent units to engage in a new kind of transdisciplinary research that responds to the cross-cutting needs of consumers. In general, there is no reason to believe that consumer needs map in any simple way to technical disciplines or organizational units that developed under a different set of selective pressures often dominated by compartmentalized supply-side considerations. This is only a tiny sample of the kinds of actionable information that can be gained by observing use of research products in situ.

As use of research products is verified, there almost always is further clarification of the consequences of use. Consider again, for example, an exercise prescription. Is the effect on bone loss and muscle strength similar to what was observed in a different environment (e.g., laboratory) or otherwise different from what was predicted? In any case, some variations in the effects may be influenced by external factors from the perspective of research that delivered the exercise prescription. Perhaps consumers didn’t comply with a synergistic prescription for bisphosphonates. The reasons for this may lead to modifications of the exercise prescription if compliance cannot be guaranteed in the future. Collateral effects of exercise on sleep and nutrition also may become more refined in the application environment (home). While not surprising, evidence about such complementary activity can lead to changes in the exercise prescription. It may necessitate additional research that could not have been anticipated, and the new line of research may be a higher priority that what had been planned.

Value of Results from Research and Technology Development

It also is possible that the utility of a research product, such as an exercise prescription, is not entirely positive and in ways that could have been anticipated (i.e., outcomes or value). Perhaps the exercise necessitates changes in activities of daily living that involve hygiene and clothing because of perspiration and comfort. Exercise in the application
environment may give rise to altered patterns of breathing and co-
contraction that compensate for instability when more common skills of
balance are ineffective. Old skills may be degraded due to medical
conditions (e.g., osteopenia, sarcopenia, pain), or they may be
inappropriate because of different mechanical constraints in the
application environment (e.g., reduced gravity, potential problems of
vibration, range of motion). Modification in the exercise prescription
would be needed if these differences were to have an undesirable impact
on blood pressure, cardiac rhythm, and fluid shifts. This probably would
require different kinds of transdisciplinary research and changes in the
priority of various lines of research in the portfolio.

Constraints on exercise also may be imposed to accommodate
cohabitation because of noise, respiration, perspiration or utilization of
common space. This could necessitate modifications to the exercise
modality, the exercise devices and the habitat in which the exercise is
situated. Alternative designs and associated lines of research always
should be considered in a portfolio. Consider the need to adjust to a
smaller habitat because of new missions in deep space for which the
luxury of spaciousness on the International Space Station is not possible.
In deep space, NASA probably will not be able to utilize the exercise
devices and prescriptions it developed for station because of more
draconian constraints on mass, volume, and perhaps power. A lifecycle
upgrade plan for research on exercise can include inquiry that can gather
evidence from the unanticipated utility of larger devices that, at least to
some extent, can be generalized to smaller devices and thus accelerate
their development. These considerations are not unique to NASA. An
analogous need for alternatives is salient in the case of a medical home
because it is common for patients to move from independent living to
generally smaller spaces in facilities with increasingly more skilled care
givers, more sophisticated technology, and a broader range of each.

**Toward a New Paradigm**

As the examples above reveal, there is a logical progression from
inquiry about use, through utility, to the ultimate value of research
products. The holistic impact on patient health obviously is the most
important criterion of value. The patient or consumer is the primary and
most important stakeholder. There are other stakeholders, however,
whose contributions are essential to the patient's health and well-being
[89,90]. The engineers who design and develop the habitat as well as the
technology that makes it smart also are critical stakeholders. They must
think holistically, in terms of a systems architecture, if they are to
minimize undesirable unintended consequences and to maximize synergy
of capabilities that can be utilized by patients, caregivers and healthcare
providers. This cannot be done without a holistic systems science that is
commensurate with the system engineering through which its research
products will be translated and transitioned to operation, that is, through
which it delivers value. Inquiry into use, utility and value of research is necessary for this linkage. Finally, research must deliver value to healthcare provider organizations and the sociotechnical ecosystem in which they can survive if not thrive. In their ecosystem of revenue and cost constraints, providers must have a mission orientation for health and well-being supported by resilient systems [8,48].

There are clear needs to accelerate the translation of science to practice [91,92] and to make such expeditious science more relevant to individuals in specific situations [93–96]. There is an opportunity to address these needs through longitudinal studies of individuals who are aging in place, especially those who are at risk for AD, given the potential of a smart medical home and the continuity of care that it affords [8] (Figures 6 and 7). In developing a new kind of science for this opportunity, there are broad shoulders to stand on, such as the Framingham Heart Study of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute [97,98]. At the same time, the approach recognized by Au et al. [12] and elaborated in this article has the potential to transform this kind of epidemiology and blur its differentiation from experimental science. NASA has been on the forefront of this difficult but important juxtaposition for some time [8,32,34,65,70,99]. NASA doesn’t have all the answers and, given its small budget relative to the healthcare industry’s investments in R&D [8], the agency’s human research can benefit from peers with whom they can explore the art of the possible through collaboration in a broader cross-sector community of interest [100,101]. There is an opportunity for NASA and the healthcare industry to make scientific progress faster together than they can alone.

CONCLUSIONS

This special issue is ambitious in that it calls for strategic transformation in research on AD and, by implication, other diseases of aging. In our response to this challenge, we give special attention to research translation and knowledge transfer from NASA to the healthcare industry. We described how NASA’s approach to research can guide innovation for a smart medical home, most notably for AD and other diseases of aging. Consistent with the intent of this special issue, we addressed how NASA’s approach to science program management provides a foundation for aggregating fragmented research communities, lifestyle interventions in the medical home, and a lifespan approach to precision brain health. We also addressed how NASA’s approach can guide the utilization of multiscale computational modeling as well as continual improvement through a rigorous focus on use, utility and value of research findings. We provided novel motivations and transformative paths to a diversity of specific lines of research, across communities, that would be difficult to discover in common methods of networking within research communities and even through sophisticated bibliographic methods. We thus revealed how knowledge transfer between the public
and private sectors can stimulate development of broader scientific communities and achieve a more coherent strategic approach to integration and development of a diversity of capabilities including but not limited to technology.
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